To upload an articulate file into Canvas, follow these steps:

1. Publish the articulate file as a ‘Web’ version (not LMS). You can unclick the HTML5 and iPad settings:

![Publish screen capture](image1)

2. When it is finished saving it will give you some additional options. You want to select ‘zip’:

![Publish successful screen capture](image2)
3. In Canvas, go to the files section of your course:

![Canvas files section]

4. Create a folder to upload your file (‘Add Folder’). Zipped files are uploaded differently than regular files, so do not click ‘Add Files’. You will upload the zipped file by clicking the upload icon in the corner of the file (it looks like a piece of paper with a green arrow):

![Upload icon in Canvas]
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![Upload icon in Canvas]
5. You will select the zipped file to upload (it is important that the folder still be zipped at this point, do not upload each file individually or it will not work). Then, select ‘Upload File’:

![Import Files](image)

6. When it uploads it will automatically unzip the folder. All of the zipped files should now be appearing in the folder you created:

![My Articulate File](image)

7. To add it to a module, you will go to the Modules section and add a file like usual:

![Unit 1: Anatomy](image)
8. You will look for the folder you created, and then select the file called ‘story.html’. You do not need to do anything with the other files in that folder:

![Image of Add Item to Unit 1: Anatomy]

9. Once you’ve added it you should rename it on the modules page with a more descriptive name. All of the articulate files are called ‘story.html’ so it could be confusing if there are more than one:
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Note: Quizzes and surveys created in Articulate are not compatible with Canvas (they will work but scores and answers will not be recorded).